Pixelache Helsinki 2013 Report
Pixelache's 2013 activities have been marked by the endeavour of organising Pixelache
Helsinki festival as dual-city event held in both Helsinki & Tallinn-Naissaar for the first time in
spring, built upon previous networking and inter-personal connections, strengthening our ties
to the Estonian cultural scene.
Together with the agroecolgy focused Ruoan tulevaisuus association, Pixelache also
successfully co-organised in the autumn 'Foodycle', the first transdiciplinary food festival in
Helsinki.
Our year-round education & outreach programme 'Pixelversity' has deployed a large amount of
public events involving a wide and diverse range of collaborations in Helsinki and beyond.
Special effort has been put into different archiving processes and into streaming strategies,
which have helped increase our online audience significantly.
Pixelache Network's European collaboration has been boosted by the start of our EU
Grundtvig-funded network project 'Open-Sourcing festivals', exploring concrete ways to share
the process for organizing a festival, so that other groups can use it themselves. This project
continues until 2015.
Our association has also welcomed new members and has benefitted from 3 internships in the
past year,from Riga, Vilnius & Strasbourg (supported by EU Erasmus scheme). In addition to
employing one full-time coordinator and another part-time, Pixelache has been able to create a
job for long-term association member Mikko Laajola, with Ministry of Labour palkkatuki
support. In addition, through its Pixelversity programme structure, Pixelache as a platform, has
supported a wider community of practitioners in various events and activities.
www.pixelache.ac

Participants & Audience in Events 2013

Not less than 35 public events offering various entry points for
the general public were organised by pixelache in 2013. Our
program included lectures, workshops, expeditions, public
space interventions, gatherings, unconferences and 2 major
festivals (Pixelache Helsinki and Foodycle) held in Finland,
mainly in Helsinki. It involved over 30 collaborating
organizations and partner venues. In addition, Pixelache as a
platform, has supported through these various events and
activities a wider community of practitioners than ever before.

> Pixelversity Programme 2013
www.pixelache.ac/pixelversity/programme-2013
Total Audience/Participants = 1425
Total Online Audience via Bambuser = 1320
Total Offline + Online Audience = 2745
> Pixelache Festival 16-19.5.2013, Helsinki & Tallinn
http://www.pixelache.ac/festival-2013
Total Audience/Participants = 548
Total Online Audience via Bambuser= 265
Total Offline + Online Audience = 813

ALL ACTIVITIES TOGETHER
TOTAL AUDIENCE/ PARTICIPANTS = 2703
TOTAL ONLINE REAL TIME AUDIENCE via Bambuser = 1745
GRAND TOTAL OFFLINE + ONLINE AUDIENCE = 4448

> Foodycle Festival, 12-13.9.201, Helsinki
www.foodycle.info
Total Audience/Participants = 730
Total Online Audience via Bambuser = 160
Total Offline + Online Audience = 890

Online Visitors & Followers 2013
Visitors on www.pixelache.ac
2013 Visit Total 83,954
Average Visitors per month 6996
Unique Visitors Total 70,684
Average Unique Visitors per month 5890
Page Views Total: 287,297
Pages / Visit: 1.54
Avg. Visit Duration: 00:01:01
Jan: Visits 4,292 (Unique Visitors 2,872)
Feb: Visits 6,748 (Unique Visitors 5,952)
Mar: Visits 8,708 (Unique Visitors 7,668)
Apr: Visits 14,018 (Unique Visitors 12,346)
May: Visits 16,143 (Unique Visitors 13,570)
Jun: Visits 11,530 (Unique Visitors 10,192)
Jul: Visits 6,030 (Unique Visitors 5,242)
Aug: Visits 3,587 (Unique Visitors 2,642)
Sep: Visits 3,322 (Unique Visitors 2,490)
Oct: Visits 3,847 (Unique Visitors 3,072)
Nov: Visits 3,153 (Unique Visitors 2,512)
Dec: Visits 2,576 (Unique Visitors 2,126)

Facebook
Pixelache Facebook Page: 1,733 Likes
Pixelaching Facebook Group: 297 members
Trashlab Facebook Group: 391 members

Twitter
Followers 1539

Bambuser
Total Online Audience 2013: 1745

Vimeo.com

Demographics

Total Play 2013 Vimeo Videos: 1130

> Countries
1.United States 22,435(44.70%)
2. Finland 6,884(13.72%)
> Cities
1. Helsinki 5,08610.13 = %2.
2. (not set) 1,5973.18 = %3.
3. Tallinn 7191.43 = %4.
4. Paris 7151.4 = 2%

Creative Coding for Live Visuals 1: 308 plays
Creative Coding for Live Visuals 2: 97 plays
Pixelache Autonomous Drone Broadcast: 272 plays
Pixelache Keynote Mary Mellor: 58 plays
Pixelache Keynote Spatial Intelligence Unit &
Kristi Grisakov: 35 plays
Pixelache Dual-City Festival 2013: 302 plays

Pixelache Activities Around The Year

Pixelversity 2013

Related pedagogy on Pixelache'as main fields of interst aims to support the regional grassroots scene(s), and is based upon learning from
experience and from peers: Learning by doing, and doing it together. The programme variably consists of presentations, workshops, camps,
expeditions and other events: Some share and sustain ongoing local practice; others benefit from serendipity and specialists visiting
Helsinki; or support activity that happens outside the usual locations, including the nearby regions.
Pixelversity aims to be a ‘learning bridge’ between practitioners, cultural and non-profit organisations, interested individuals and larger
institutions, and an outreach programme extending beyond Helsinki. Consideration is given to the relationships between the different
activities, and how they may build up accumulative knowledge and skills towards future Pixelache events
The Pixelversity programme for 2013 continued several themes continuing on from 2012 with new names, and a couple new addition
themes.

Pixelversity / Waste/d
Programme of events
23.2. Trashlab Repair Cafe at Made in Kallio
15.3. Waste expedition to Zen Robotics
installation at Viikintie, Helsinki
23.3. Trashlab Repair Cafe at Helsinki
Hacklab
20.4. Trashlab Repair Cafeat Kulmahuone
26.4. Waste expedition to HSY/Helsingin vesi
+ Metsäpirtti
4-5.5. Kierrätystehdas Festival collaboration
((Trashlab Repair Cafe, Recycling Olympic
Games sign up stall)
5-12.5. Recycling Olympic Games in Helsinki
+ Waste/d expedition in Helsinki metropolitan
region
22.5. Trashlab Repair Cafe at Siivouspäivän
Etkot
15.6. Trashlab Repair Cafe at Kääntöpöytä
19-21.7. Wasteland Festival contribution in
Kouvola.
27.7. Trashlab Repair Cafe at Espoo
kunsthalle
29-30.8. Copper Scavenging Waste
expedition
31.8. Trashlab Repair Cafe at Horisontti,
Malmin kartano
2.10. Trashlab Repair Cafe at
Kohtaamispaikka
16.11. Trashlab Repair Cafe at Aalto Fab Lab
This theme continued exploring experimental
art-design-technology practice between
hacker and maker cultures, in the context of
re/up-cycling and the increased availability of
new fabrication tools. Trashlab’s objective is
to build up a community of people.(artists,
designers, hackers, makers, re/up-cyclers,
activists), who are concerned with material

and who are concerned with material and
electronic waste in contemporary society, and
tackle this problem with creative and
tangential approaches.
The Waste/d theme was the umbrella for
regular Trashlab Repair Cafe events initiated
by Päivi Raivio (see photo above),

the Recycling Olympic Games initiated by
Culture Factory Polymer (EE) and taking a
place in connection with Pixelache 2013
Festival, a contribution of Trashlab &
Recycling Olympic Games to Kierrätystehdas
event, as well as Waste management
expeditions and an ongoing WasteLog
exposing online the material waste we don't
normally see.

21.11. Waste expedition to Bio- & Landfill
waste management plant at Ämmäsuo
14.12. Trashlab Pikkujou: Reflections and
future plans

Pixelversity / Waste/d
Recycling Olympic Games

Recycling Olympic Games (ROG) is an
alternative sports event that is focused on
creative waste-reuse, where international
teams compete for the title of “Upcycling
Champion of the Gulf of Finland” and a
trophy. The Games are held over a week in
early May from 6-12.5., consisting of a variety
of tasks each team competed in the
competition. In this pilot experiment year,
there were two teams : Home and Away. The
Recycling Olympic Games village was based
in Suvilahti, to the grassy-side of Eesti Maja.

Some of us recycle for financial sustainability,
others for convenience and still more for
ecological ideals but for whatever the reason,
we can improve on our practices through the
competitive, peer-learning environment created
for ROG. Competition events challenged the
teams with a variety of tasks from building
dwellings, to cooking, to fashion with the
constraint of no budget, aside from some basic
devices for connecting materials. For one week
competitors ‘lived’, ‘slept’, and ate re-purposing
the detritus of Helsinki.
www.pixelache.ac/pixelversity/rog

Waste Expeditions

Trashlab Repair Cafes

As part of the Waste/d theme of Pixelversity
2013 programme, Pixelache arranged a
handful of expedition visits to different wastemanagement sites (mostly in Helsinki
metropolitan region). We endeavored to learn
about our material wastage which we typically
contribute as part of everyday urban life, but
rarely see again in its collective form.

Trashlab Repair Cafe monthly events explore
experimental art-design-technology practice
between hacker and maker cultures, in the
context of re/up-cycling and the increased
availability of new fabrication tools.
www.trashlab.info

Pixelversity / Techno-Ecologies

Programme of events
18-19.4. Networking visit to Kemiö related to
environmental education & Maaland
(Andrew Paterson+Mikko Laajola+Tuomo
Tammenpää)
13-18.7. Maaland gathering & workshops in
Kemiö
1-11.8. 'Case Pyhäjoki - Artistic influences on
nuclear energy' Expedition (led by Mari
Keski-korsu, Andrew Paterson, in
collaboration Hai Art and others)
8-11.10. Art+Communication/Media Art
Histories Conference contribution in Riga
09-11.12. Yeastograms workshop in
collaboration with Finnish Bioart Society (see
photo above)

A continuation of the 2012 theme ' Ecosystem
& Environmental Monitoring',
This study group/cluster of learning
opportunities is related to ecosystem theory,
sensors and environmental monitoring,
appropriate technologies and citizenparticipatory science. It aimed to support and
develop the activities that are already going
on in institutions at a more grassroot level.

The flagship project realised under that
theme is Case Pyhäjoki – Artistic Influences
on Nuclear Energy, initiated by Mari KeskiKorsu in collaboration with Hai Art and
Finnish Bioart Society. In addition, Maaland is
an ongoing research project led by Mikko
Laajola around the idea of building a rural
laboratory for Pixelache. The MaalandRenewable Worklab gathering organized in
Kemiö and supported by RIXC - Centre for

New Media Culture, explored the following
question: What does it mean to have a piece of
land to experiment upon, to care for, and have
responsibility under/over/inbetween?The
Techno-Ecologies themed activities ended with
the Yeastograms Workshop - literally on th
making of living visuals out yeast, led in
December by Lucas Czjzek from the Bioart
Club pavillon_35 (Austria), in collaboration with
the Finnish Society of Bioart

Pixelversity / Techno-Ecologies
Case Pyhäjoki

Case Pyhäjoki – Artistic reflections on nuclear
influence’ is a transdisciplinary artistic
expedition, production workshop and
presentation events in Pyhäjoki, North
Ostrobothnia, Finland, held during 1st to 11th
of August 2013.
The sixth nuclear power plant of Finland is
planned to be built at Hanhikivi Cape in
Pyhäjoki. The aim of the project is to explore
artistic perspectives on the vast changes
planned in Pyhäjoki, through the planning of a
nuclear power plant at the site, and this way
of considering energy production and
consuming in the world. Artists can not only
reflect upon and depict social phenomena
and socio-economical relations, but can also
situate themselves in between politics,
activism and science.

Maaland–Renewable Worklab

Can art make changes? If so, what would be
the creative tools of activism?
Life itself has become increasingly politicized
in the new millennium and obviously this
reflects on us all. There are plenty of art
works that comment on issues seen unethical
or wrong, revealing different kinds of world
views. Also, there are community art projects
that comment for example on the social
condition that involves participants from
different fields.
But can the border in between art and
activism be blurred more? Could it be
involving yet aesthetical? Aren’t we all
activists? What are other ways of activism in
addition what we are used to think? And what
is the change we are after?

Case Pyhäjoki was initiated by artist Mari
Keski-Korsu and became a collaborative work
group in between herself, artist-organiser and
researcher Andrew Paterson/Pixelache and
musician and artist Antye Greie-Ripatti/Hai
Art. Other partners were Finnish Bioart
Society and Pro Hanhikivi.
Case Pyhäjoki was funded by Kone
Foundation and Arts Promotion Centre of
Finland.
www.casepyhajoki.info

For Maaland – Renewable Worklab, a
group of ~15 persons from different
backgrounds and interests gathered on
Kemiönsaari/Kimitoön in South-west
Finland, to explore what might be the opensource ‘code’, ‘hardware’ or ‘wetware’ that
comes with the land from different
perspectives.
Eight remote international participants also
joined the occasion in online video-chat
spaces, sharing their ideas, their experience
and and in some cases their bit of their land
with us.
tiny.cc/maaland

Pixelversity / Knowledge & Experience Sharing

Programme of events
14-16.2. Archiving gathering visit by RIXC in
cooperation with AV-Arkki, Finnish Media
Arts
8-10.5. La máquina de compartir secretos
workshop by Constanza Piña Pardo
(organised by Jon Irigoyen)
15.5. N1 Narrative-themed open gathering at
Arcada, Helsinki
16-18.8. Coop Camp: 'Community
Infrastructure' at Hirvitalo, Tampere
17-19.10. Education Engineering Days with
GameChangers.ru in Helsinki
5.12. Cryptography workshop in collaboration
with Finnish Bioart Society
This theme, continuation of the Virtuality
theme of 2012, relates to practices, projects
and communities engaged with the creation
of digital tools and protocols that facilitate
autonomous user control over the data that
constitutes digital identity and digital
behaviour, and the exploration of the
interfaces between public / private, personal /
social and real / virtual.
Under this theme, a few larger-scale events
were organise such the Education
Engineering Days, the open gathering N1 and
Coop Camp, described further on the next
page.

Two smaller workshops were also produced
under this theme. The first one called a
máquina de compartir secretos workshop, led
by Constanza Piña Pardo (Chile), organised
by Jon Irigoyen, focused on developing small
flying electro-acoustic transducers, mainly
using waste material, to be used as
communication system to share secrets in the
public space (see image above). The
workshop Cryptography for Postcards, led by
Markus Decker and Peter Wagenhuber,
organised in collaboration with the Finnish
Society of Bioart, introduced the basic
principles of cryptography and cryptoanalysis
with collaboratively created handmade
ciphers and postcards.

Pixelache also co-organised a Helsinki
Commons info-mapping event at Aalto Media
Factory, initiated by Co-P2P special interest
group in Aalto ARTS Media, and springboard
event for Open cities working group
(OKFinland). Additionally, an open round-circle
discussion around the visit od Rasa Smite &
Raitis Smits from Rixc (Latvia) was organized at
AV-Arkki office, about ‘media art histories’ from
the perspective of organisations, researchers or
practitioners archiving and representing their
own practice.

Pixelversity / Knowledge & Experience Sharing
Education Engineering Days

Education Engineering Days is an invitebased 3-day unconference event at Otaniemi
(Espoo) and Suvilahti (Helsinki) sites, from
27th to 29th October which gathers an
international community of professionals
changing the global education landscape.
The term ‘education engineers’, suggested by
the organizers for joint discussion, implies an
emerging profile of professionals who
successfully develop, implement, and adjust
educational practices; and by doing so,
aiming to supplement – or to be an alternative
to – traditional tertiary education, and to
satisfy perceived real world needs.

With the focus on presence-based youth and
adult education practices, the event
organised by Pixelahe and GameChangers
gathered 25 representatives of pioneering
education projects from Europe, Russia and
United States. GamesChangers is an
organisation closely connected to Russian ITbusiness, providing peer-based and curated
learning environments, based in St.
Petersburg
Topics of discussion included: Visions &
missions, Formats & tools, Methodologies,
Changing roles, Funding & organisation /
business models, Outreach etc.
edu.gamechangers.ru

N1 Narrative-themed gathering

Coop-Camp

The N1 open gathering event initiated by epedagogue Owen Kelly at Arcada University
of Applied Sciences on 15.5. It included
virtual and physical seminar discussions, aswell as a gamified planning session about the
social world we are constructing from new
and fluid identities.

Coop Camp is a trans-disciplinary weekend of
events aiming to connect the practice of
informal cooperation and formal cooperatives
in Pirkanmaa and wider Finland.

‘N’ stands for Narrative, and this is the first in
a series of events. Most of us live much of
our lives in the ether. We have a mobile
phone with us at all times with the result that
we are always on and never truly alone. We
have maps and geo-positioning on our
phones so that we are always traceable and
never truly lost. We tweet and update our
Facebook status so that we say what comes
into our minds when it comes into our minds,
and we are rarely truly reflective.
In all of this we are telling each other stories
about what we are doing, and from this others
read stories about who we are From all the
shards and slivers that we scatter across the
‘digiverse’, we are piecing together new kinds
of identities
narrative.screenfly.org

The event is facilitated by Pispala Cultural
Association and Pixelache Helsinki. This is a
‘tietotalkoot’ event, an occasion to learn about
cooperatives, to share experiences, stories
and practices of different types of cooperativism, as well as a place to ask for cooperators, gathering not only local Finnish
cultural perspectives and ambitions, but also
those of a more international networked
scene.
The 2013 Coop Camp focused on
Communications infrastructure and featured a
keynote presentation by Diego Cruz Martinez
(NX/FI), about the relationship between the
indigenous people and the media in Mexico
and autonomous media projects related to
that relationship.
www.pixelache.ac/pixelversity/programme
-2013/3rd-annual-coop-camp/

Pixelversity / AV Research

Programme of events
10-13.4. Creative Coding for Live Visuals as
satellite workshops of AAVE Festival, Helsinki

The aim of our AV theme in 2013 was to
research & make connections between
different experimental VJ/Live Cinema
individuals and scenes in Helsinki, and
imagine an educational programme for
Pixelversity.
The research was initiated in 2012 by Irina
Spicaka (LV/FI), as part of a 9-month
internship at Pixelache Helsinki with support
from the EU Erasmus Programme. Irina
Spicaka has since then become a member of
our association. As part this theme, Irina
organized a cycle of workshops in Helsinki for
the Finnish and regional AV practitioners.

Irina curated the Creative Coding for Live
Visuals series of workshops in cooperation
with the Pixelache platform and the AAVE
festival, using programming and open-source
solutions.
Three different workshops and an audiovisual
event took place from April 10 to 13, 2013 in
Helsinki, at Aalto FabLab (workshops) and
bar Sandro (final event – see main image and
small image on upper right corner)
www.cc4v.info

In addition, in autumn, a workshop on the
construction of “acoustic laptops” was led by
Norwegian sound artist Tore Honoré Bøe in
September (see photo lower right corner
photo), using low-tech physical interfaces to
create a soundbox that could be amplified.

13.4: Final performance of workshop
participants at Sandro, Helsinki
15.9. Acoustic Laptops workshop at
Kääntöpöytä

Micro-Residencies
Amanda McDonald Crowyley (US)

Seungho Lee (FI)

Seungho Lee is a strategic designer, lecturer
and design researcher working and residing
in Helsinki. He initiated Beef Finland project
in 2012 in which he investigated the
ramifications of beef-eating at a global scale,
as well as in Finnish context, on which he has
given talks in Helsinki, New York, and
Shanghai. He currently teaches at Aalto
University, where he is a doctoral candidate
and member of NODUS Sustainable Design
Research Group.

Seungho Lee (KR/FI) was the first microresident of 2013 from 18-22.2. Based in
Helsinki, he joined the Pixelache office to
consider and discuss the Food-info-activism
theme of Pixelversity programme, from the
perspective of strategic design and policy
intervention. During his residency time,
Seungho discovered Pixelache from the
inside. One concrete outcome of his
residency was suggestions to Pixelache and
Ruoan Tulevaisuus for a novel, down-toearth, participatory food festival and its name
‘Foodycle’. Later on Seungho Lee became a
member of Ruoan Tulevaisuus and played a
very central role in the planning and
production of Foodycle festival.

A native of Australia now based in New York,
McDonald Crowley is a cultural worker,
curator, and facilitator who specializes in
creating new media and contemporary art
events and programs that encourage crossdisciplinary practice, collaboration and
exchange. Her interests are at the intersection
of art, culture, technology, science and social
change. She was the Executive Director of
Eyebeam Art and Technology Center in New
York City from 2005 to 2011. Her contributions
to the field of electronic art also include her
work as executive producer for ISEA2004 (the
International Symposium for Electronic Arts
2004) held in Tallinn, Estonia and Helsinki,
Finland, and on a cruiser ferry in the Baltic
sea.

After her micro-residency in June, Amanda
came back to Helsinki for a longer residency
at HIAP in September. Amanda played a
very crucial role in the planning of Foodycle.
During Foodycle, she gave a keynote
presentation entitled Art/Tech/Food, mapping
historical and contemporary trade routes of
food and how they affect our cultural
landscape and well being. Art/Tech/Food
also presented the work of a range of artists
addressing these issues.

Pixelache Helsinki Festival

Pixelache Festival 16-19.5.2013 // Helsinki & Tallinn

With this theme, Pixelache expanded it’s ongoing Signals from the South programme,
that has focused on presenting media, art
and technology projects from Africa, South
America and Asia since 2009. It explored
further the relationships between South and
North, looking at these notions from various
perspectives, including geo-political, cultural,
economical, both on global, regional and local
levels.

Pixelache festival 2013 was entitled
‘Facing North – Facing South’ and was
organized as a dual-city event, both in
Helsinki and Tallinn during 16-19 May
2013. If every North as its South and every
South its North, this was an invitation to
alternately face North and South from
multiple points of views.

From a regional point of view, organizing part
of the festival in Tallinn poses the question of
what it means to bring these cultural actions
across the water. Indeed, not only
geographically, but also economically, Tallinn
is still in the South of Helsinki. The term
Talsinki has in the past often been used by
Estonians ‘to imply that the commercial
centre of Tallinn has become the ‘Helsinkians’
living room’. On the other hand the biggest
group of immigrants to Finland is Estonians,
especially construction workers. There is an
economical benefit from relocating South.
Shall we and how, deal with this asymmetry
as a festival?

Can we build something meaningful between
both capitals, that would contribute realizing the
Talsinki/Hellina twin city ambition as envisioned
by the think tank Demos and the two cities
themselves?
From a global point of view, relations between
commonly understood North and South are
even more complex and the problematics
raised by cooperation issues are multifaceted.
Various non-western initiatives have been
encountered through the Pixelache Network
during the past years and Pixelache has
contributed to disseminate an approach
strongly relying on the potential of open source,
DIWO and peer-learning practices. In that
context, both individuals and Pixelache nodes
have been exploring two-way exchanges and
on-going processes. At the time when many
countries in Europe today are also starting to
face the same water, energy and food
dependency crisis than in the South, more than
ever we should explore the ideas and initiatives
emerging in the South and imagine new ways
to tackle together these common issues.

Programme of events
Helsinki (15-17.5)
15.5
10.00-18.00 N1 open gathering
15.00-18.00 Anti-surveillance workshop
16.5
09.00-12.00 dérive (drift) public space
13.00-17.00 Open Demo Afternoon by Usinette
13.00-17.00 metaFestival Technologies works,
15.00-18.00 Anti-surveillance workshop
16.00-17.45 Additional lecture by Mary Mellor
18.00-19.30 Keynote by Escher Tsai (Taiwan)
19.00-21.30 Openings at Eesti Maja
17.5
10.00-12.00 – Urban dérive (drift) in public space
10.00-18.30 – Bricolabs Conference
21.30-00.00 – Ferry trip to Tallinn!
21.30-23.00 – Keynote presentation on the ferry
Tallinn & Naissaar (18-19.5)
Camp Pixelache!

Pixelache Festival 2013 / Helsinki 16-17.5

Pixelache Festival 2013 with its theme of
Facing North Facing South profiles the work
of the Bricolabs mailing list, an independent
and dynamic network of people absorbed with
sharing, DIY, open source software, hardware
and environmental sustainability living in
various localities across the world whose
online and offline exchange of heterogeneous
practices and ideas have driven the network
since its formation in 2006.
Bricolabs Members from various European as
well as Latin American countries and many
others, e.g. from Pakistan, Mexico, Indonesia,
participated in discussions during the
conference held on 17.5 on the theory and
practice of networks. A process orientated
and open approach to creating (making) was
conveyed through “brico-things” an exhibition
(collaboratively curated) which opened on the
evening of 16.5

Three shipping containers hosted artworks
made by various members of Bricolabs: A
‘brico-archive’ corner assembled by Gabriele
Asbesto, including diverse documentation on
processes, including “how-to’s”, video works,
texts and brico-objects; A nearby graffiti wall
will provide an evolving open canvas for
demonstration and exchange of concepts,
ideas and views; An interactive installation –
VJing Nature - created by Ivan Henriques &
Kasia Molga and Erik Overmeire invited us to
address nter-connections between sensor
technology, data vis and microbiology; In
addition, the Sensorium project from Salvador
de Bahia was presented on video.
(see photo above)

Three keynote speakers were invited to give
presentations at three different festival
locations: Escher Tsai, founder and artistic
director of ‘microplayground’ (Taiwan), opened
the keynote series. Tsai is associated with
D.I.Y./D.I.W.O., open source, creative
commons and creative industry, and presented
in Helsinki on 16.5 at the Finnish Academy of
Fine Arts (see upper photo in the middle)
During the Bricolabs conference held on 17.5
in Happi (see photo above), concrete
examples of projects were presented, which
can reconfigure understanding of geo-politics
and discuss collaborative, micro-structures
and translocal activities which span, reflect
and elide traditional dichotomies of east and
west, north and south.

Ursula Gastfall and Alexandre Korber from
Usinette and Edgar Afoutou from Defko yaw
rek were invited by Pixelache to Helsinki 2
weeks from 15 to 29 may for a microproduction-residency.
Usinette is a hacklab-like organisation. Defko
yaw rek is a project initiated by Kër Thiossane
in Dakar to bring together a group of local
makers. Together they started to develop a
thread made from recycled plastic last spring
in Dakar, as part of a 2 week workshop held in
the context of our friend festival Afropixel. For
that purpose they created a plastic recycling
machine. The goal was to use this recycled
thread for digital fabrication etc, but the thread
was not totally functional then and needed to
be developed further. During their residency at
Made in Kallio they organised a demo day,
met local makers and developed the plastic
thread to the next stage (see photos above)

Pixelache Festival 2013 / Tallinn-Naissaar 17-18.5

The second part of the festival (1819.5)called Camp Pixelache, took place in
Estonia, in Tallinn and Naissaar. The boat
trips from Helsinki to Tallinn and from Tallinn
to Naissaar, functioned well as spaces in time
for participants to socialize. By the time we
arrived on Naissaar, the ice had melted. We
had a 100 participants in Camp Pixelache,
which was the maximum the infrastructure on
Naissaar could take, and of which over 50%
were women and with a large amount of new
faces
Naissaar (formerly Nargen, Nargö), an island
located near Tallinn, 10 km away from the
Estonian coast. The island was rumoured to
be “Terra Feminarum” (the island’s Estonian
name literally translates as ‘island of women’)
but had until WWII a historic EstonianSwedish fishing community.

The island’s military history still leaves its
traces in tangible and intangible form. Closed
as a military island during the Soviet period,
the island has a few dozen permanent
residents, boosted in summer time with many
visitors, a classical music festival, and is a
place to respect as an Estonian nature
conservation area.
Except for the two keynote lectures planned
in advance, yypically like at unconferences,
the agenda of Camp pixelache was created
by the attendees at the beginning of the
event. Anyone who wanted to initiate a
discussion on a given topic or host a small
workshop could claim a time and a space.

Spatial Intelligence Unit’s and Kristi
Grišakov’s keynote was the first public TallinnHelsinki twin city presentation and discussion
to be held on a common ground, an inbetween place – the ferry between the two
cities on 17.5 (see upper photo). On Naissaar
Mary Mellor, Social Science Professor at
Northumbria University, Newcastle upon Tyne
(UK) will address issues of alternative, green
and feminist economics.

At Tonu Kajuste's 'Omari Küün' complex we
used 3 open spaces during the 'thematic
sessions' for presentations/discussions; as
well as 2 seperate spaces for workshops.
Due to the weather, we shifted the Keynote
presentation to the 'Naissaare
Külalistemaja' hostel. On the Saturday
evening & Sunday morning we used the
hostel as a base for workshop/participatory
activities, presentations & discussions.

Pixelache Helsinki Festival Contributors 2013
1. Agnieszka Pokrywka (Poland/Estonia)
2. Alexandre Korber (France)
3. Antonia Fätkenheuer (Austria) Academy of Fine Arts Vienna
4. Jürgen Neuman (Germany) OHANDA
5. Alejo Duque (Columbia) Bricolabs
6. Amrit Naresh (Germany) OpenOil
7. Anastasia Sulzhenko (Russia) NCCA Kaliningrad
8. Andra Aaloe (Estonia) Ptarmigan
9. Andreas Wagner (Germany/Estonia) Why Services
10. Andrew Paterson (Scotland/Finland) Pixelache
11. Anna Aleksejchik (Belarus) Cinema Perpetuum
12. Anna Rozhencova (Russia/Belarus) House of Culture La mora
13. Annika Kangur (Estonia) UDU
14. Antti Ahonen (Finland) Pixelache / Koelse
15. Antti Ikonen (Finland) Media Lab Helsinki
16. Armin Medosch (Austria)
17. Bram Crevits (Belgium)
18. Brian Degger (Australia/UK) Bricolabs
19. Bronac Ferran (UK) Bricolabs
20. Camilo Cantor Columbia Bricolabs
21. Catriona Shaw (Scotland/Germany) Independent
22. Christina Staldbauer (Austria)
23. Constanza Pina (Chile)
24. Corné Driesprong (Netherlands)
25. Damiano Cerrone (Italy/Estonia) Spatial Intelligence Unit
26. Darko Aleksovski (Macedonia) Independent
27. Dmitry Golynko (Russia) ArtTerritory
28. Ekaterina Chaikina (Russia) GameChangers
29. Eliisa Mõistlik (Estonia) Independent
30. Elke Gaugele (Austria) Academy of Fine Arts
31. Erich Berger (Austria/Finland) Finnish Society of Bioart
32. Erik Sandelin (Sweden) Unsworn
33. Felipe Fonseca (Brazil/Germany) Bricolabs
34. Hamilton Mestizo (Colombia)
35. Hannah Harkes (Estonia) Gradodroom
36. Hannu Makkarainen (Finland) Pixelache
37. Helen Pau (Estonia) Spatial Intelligence Unit
38. Irene Agrivina (Indonesia) Bricolabs
39. Ivan Henriques (Brazil) Bricolabs
40. Ivan Novichkov (Russia) Friends of the Baltic
41. Jaana Kokko (Finland) Aalto University
42. Jana Pejoska (Finland) Oyogames
43. Jenni Valorinta (Finland)
44. Jerneja Rebernak (Slovenia) Bricolabs

45. John Hopkins (US) Bricolabs
46. Jon Irigoyen (Spain/Finland) Pixelache
47. Jon Paludan (Denmark)
48. Judith Auer (Austria) Academy of Fine Arts Vienna
49. Kaija-Luisa Kurik (Estonia) Estonian Urbanists Review
50. Karla Schmutzer (Austria) Academy of Fine Arts Vienna
51. Keiti Kljavin (Estonia) Linnalabor
52. Krisjanis Rijnieks (Latvia/Finland)
53. Kristi Grišakov (Estonia/Finland) Aalto University
54. Kristiina Urb (Estonia) Visar Studio
55. Kruno Jost (Croatia) Bricolabs
56. Laura Browne (Finland) Jyväskylä Hub
57. Lena Vanusa Bauer (Austria) Academy of Fine Arts Vienna
58. Liis Luumberg (Estonia) Tartu University
59. Lilian Mengel (Estonia)
60. Maja Kohek (Slovenia) Bricolabs
61. Mara Blome (Latvia) Liepaja Art Research Lab
62. Mari Keski-Korsu (Finland)
63. Mary Mellor (UK) Northumbria University
64. Mathieu Marguerin (France) Mal au Pixel
65. Meri Hietala (Finland)
66. Mikhail Iljin (Estonia) Rönk
67. Mikko Laajola (Finland) Pixelache
68. Mikko Lipiäinen (Finland) Pispalan nykytaiteen keskus
69. Mira Sacher (Austria) Academy of Fine Arts Vienna
70. Moritz Bartl (Germany) Tor
71. Nadège Peter (France) Pixelache
72. Natacha Roussel (Belgium) Bricolabs
73. Niina Ala-Fossi (Finland) Porridge & Potatoes
74. Niko Punin (Finland)
75. Nuppu Stenros (Finland) Pixelache/WÄRK
76. Ojars Saulitis (Latvia) Liepaja Art Research Lab
77. Ott Pilipenko (Estonia) Gallery Tank
78. Päivi Raivio (Finland)
79. Pekko Koskinen (Finland) Reality Research Centre
80. Pete Gomes (UK) mutantfilm
81. Petri Ruikka (Finland) Pixelache
82. Pippa Buchanan (Australia/Austria) Time's Up
83. Raivo Kelomees (Estonia) Estonian Academy of Arts
84. Raquel Renno (Brasil)
85. Rebane, Rene (Estonia) Hobilabor
86. Rehab Hazgui (Tunisia) Independent
87. Roman Osminkin (Russia) ArtTerritory
88. Saara Hannula (Finland) Helsinki University of Technology

89. Sara Milazzo (Finland) Pixelache
90. Sergei Teterin (Russia/Lithuania) Cyland
91. Soile Ollikainen (Finland) Live Herring
92. Sophie Lingg (Austria) Academy of Fine Arts
93. Stefan Lutschinger (UK) Class Wargames
94. Suisalu, Taavi Suisalu (Estonia)
95. Tatjana Machaczek (Austria)
96. Toomas Savi (Estonia) Hobilabor
97. Tuomo Tammenpää (Finland) Pixelache
98. Ulla Jaakkola (Finland) Pixelache
99. Ulla Taipale (Finland/Spain) Pixelache
100. Ursula Gastfall (France) Usinette
101. Viktoria Mayer (Austria)
102. Ville Hyvönen (Finland) Pixelache / Helicam
103. Wojtek Mejor (Poland) Pixelache

First Edition of Foodycle Festival

Foodycle Transdisciplinary Food Festival

Programme of events
12.9. Day 1 in Viikki
12-17.00 Farmers’ market & Food vendors
12-17.00 Aquaponics Workshop
12-16.00 Vermicompost Workshop
12-15.00 Sausage Making Workshop
13-14.00 Viikki Farm Tour
14-17.00 Info Session on Edible Insects
15-16.00 Indoor Talks
13.9. Day 2 in Suvilahti & Kääntöpöytä
10-13.00 Senegalese Food Tour
10-13.00 Open Sorbus Workshop
10-13.00 Creative Study on Tomatoes
13-14.00 Keynotes
14-16.30 Panel Discussions
17-19.00 Lightning Talks
20-23.00 Best Before Dinner Party

Foodycle is a transdisciplinary and
participatory food festival that brings together
artists, designers, scientists, grassroots
organisations, students, and consumers in
general. It aims to recover the true meaning
of ecosystem thinking – a bridge between art,
design and science – and a space for sharing
ideas for sustainable food in the current and
future Finland.

Foodycle 2013 was a two-day event
organised as a collaboration between
Pixelache Helsinki and Ruoan Tulevaisuus
(Future of Food). Ruoan Tulevaisuus ry is a
network of people trying to encourage
interdisciplinary discussion on the food
system by combining science with grassroots
action. It was founded in Helsinki in 2012 by a
group of University of Helsinki agroecology
students and graduates.

The programme of Foodycle 2013 was
organised around various interpretations of the
food cycle, combining theory & hands-on
workshops, providing both literally and
metaphorically ‘food for thought’, as well as
tools for participants to contribute to improving
our food system.

Foodycle Transdisciplinary Food Festival
Day 1 in Viikki

The process of the collaboration between
Pixelache & Ruoan Tulevaisuus, intense and
very enriching for our two very different
organizations, demonstrated the strength of
transdiciplinary projects
During the first day of the festival held at
Viikki Campus on Thursday 12.9, the library
square (see picture above), usually grey and
empty, was filled with life, people and colours
of a farmers market as well as workshop
action. Energy was flowing all through the
afternoon on the square, as well as all the
way into the tropical glasshouse of the library
building (see upper right corner image), rarely
used, where a few exciting presentations took
place.

The farmers market was so popular that most
of the farmers sold out their products. Several
hands-on workshops were also successfully
run on the library square throughout the day.
This transformation could possibly be made a
regular event and be successful, considering
the amount of people crossing the empty
square every day.

The upper photo was taken during the i nfo
session on edible insects led by Ravintola
Ötökkä.
Below you can see the sausage making
workshop hosted by butcher Lorenzo Ciatti.
Lorenzo apprenticed in Dario Cecchini, and
worked at Feather and Bone, an artisanal freerange butcher shop in Australia where
sustainability is priority. Lorenzo sets out to
teach people how to respect and appreciate
the animal and use all the parts of an animal
not wasting any value.

The upper picture was taken in the Green House
of the campus where a presentation by
Herttoniemi Food Coop and by Lorenzo Ciatti
took place.
Below you can see participants from the
Aquaponics workshop led by maker-gardener
Mikko Laajola. As part of the workshop, the
participants researched aquaponics technics and
developed a specific growing system together.
The objective was to create an experience for
the participants and the public, and to share
knowledge about aquaponics systems and their
maintenance.

Foodycle Transdisciplinary Food Festival
Day 2 in Suvilahti & Kääntöpöytä

The second day of the event brought us back
to Happi, in Suvilahti, for the more formal part
of the programme. By organising events both
on the scientific campus (also more formal)
and in cultural locations (informal in the case
of Happi), we hoped that a crisscrossing and
cross-pollination of participants from the
scientific and cultural fields could happen.
The programme at Happi included several
workshops in the morning, and in the
afternoon 2 keynotes, 3 transdisciplinary
panel discussions on Meat, Waste and Food
Culture; as well as a lightning talks
programme with a very diverse and exciting
range of presentations (see images on the
right)

Not surprisingly the audience was very different
from the previous day, but we did manage to
get a diversity of people to attend on both
days. Happi offered a relaxed context for
discussions all day, and the audience rapidly
activated with questions for the speakers. The
Lightning Talks didn’t really feature any
presentations by any scientists as such, so we
will need to think of how to encourage
academics to participate, and present their
research to the general audience in future
The photo above is from the Open Sorbus
Workshop that took place in Vaasankatu on the
streets and at the Sorbus gallery.

The Food culture panel including Johanna
Mäkelä, Aleksi Neuvonen, Saly Wade,
Porridge & Potatoes, with Moderator Amanda
McDonald Crowley, can be seen on the upper
picture.
The lower picture shows a well attended
seminar with a very diverse audience.

The upper photo is from the Tasting and
Creative Study on Tomatoes led by the
collective Porridge & Potatoes.
From Happi, we left to Kääntöpöytä for our
closing ‘Best Before’ dinner: D.I.W.O. pizzas
and soups by Chef Antti Nurkka were on the
menu. Surprisingly the people who joined us
for dinner there, were again a very different
group, and the queue to the pizza oven
remained long late into the night, and probably
many improbable encounters took place there.

Additional Projects

Pixelache Network - Open Sourcing Festivals

Programme of events
How does an organisation open-source their
cultural festival? Can we share the process
for organising a festival, so that other groups
can use it themselves? Can we share the
process for sustaining ongoing programs, so
that other groups can do this too?
These are the questions that five
experimental art, design and technology
organisations from the Pixelache Network are
asking themselves and others, and exploring,
through a mobile circuit of workshops and
seminars organized across Europe during
2013-2015.

In the process, Piksel (NO), Pikslaverk (IS),
Mal au Pixel (FR) and Pixelache (FI) will
gradually be working towards ‘open-sourcing’
their festival skills and tools to provide them
to their UK partner Access Space Network,
who will test and utilise them in organising
their first major digital culture festival, the
closing event of this process

The pictures on this page were taken during our
first visit in Sheffield in April 2014. The larger
picture documents our visit at a studio & gallery
space called S1 in Sheffield. In the photograph
in the upper right corner you can see laser-cut
objects on display and made at Access Space
Network. The last picture was taken during the
mini-festival organised as part of our visit.

11.2013: Step 1 at Piksel, Bergen, Norway

Meanwhile, Access Space Network will share
their approach to providing a continuing
programme of openness – helping its
partners to provide opportunities to learn,
create and participate throughout the year.

The project was launched during Piksel Festival
2013 in Bergen and will travel to the other
nodes after that in a seven-stepped process.
The final step will take place in Sheffield in the
spring of 2015 with Access Space Network
organising the first edition of their digital
festival

11.2014: Step 5 at Piksel, Bergen, Norway

4.2014: Step 2 at Access Space Network,
Sheffield, UK
6.2014: Step 3 at Pixelache, Helsinki, Finland
9.2014: Step 4 at Lorna, Reykjavik, Iceland

4.2015: Step 6 at Mal au Pixel, Paris, France
5.2015: Step 7 at Access Space Network,
Sheffield, UK

Pixelache Members as Embassadors & Pet Projects
Pixelache Members as Embassadors

State Art Prize 2012 & Members' Pet Projects

Pixelache ‘Ambassadors’ represent Pixelache
Helsinki on travels, residencies & events as a
sort of ambassador/special envoy. It is an
experimental programme of responsibility, but
also acknowledges work often done by
members, friends and partners of the
association.

Andrew Paterson
> Ruutiexpo (see picture above), Helsinki
> Open Knowledge Convention, Tuusula
> Renew Conference, Riga, Latvia

Pixelache was granted the State Art Prize in
2012 and with it the sum of 15000e. In the
spring of 2013, Pixelache's board decided the
prize money would be used as follow:

Nathalie Aubret represented Pixelache at
> Siemenpuu Buen Vivir Event, Helisnki

Basically the ambassador/special envoy takes
flyers, and knowledge about Pixelache
Helsinki scene to the destination/event,
sharing them with appropriate persons or in
appropriate contexts, or does local research
or negotiation on behalf of Pixelache Helsinki

John Fail represented Pixelache at
> Magneetti ry gathering, Rovaniemi

5000e going to Pixelache general 2013
budget to support round-the-year activities
10000e would be divided between Piknik's 15
members at the time, which makes
666,66667e per member.

In 2013, the following Pixelache members
represented Pixelache at different events:.

Irina Spicaka & Jon Irigoyen attended
> Transmediale, Germany
Mikko Laajola
> Building Man/Cock & Bull Festivals, UK

Members have until the end of 2014 to realise
projects. A few pet projects have already
been developed.

Several members for instance contributed
financially the creation of the Bailux
Association (Living Pharmacy) in Brazil.
The Bailux association does now exist and it's
goal is to protect the traditional culture and
knowledge of Pataxó tribes in the Aldea Velha
reserve.
As a present for the people from Finland who
supported the creation of their association,
the Living Pharmacy community will send a
present to Finland, a 'cocar' (see picture
above), that will most likely be donated to the
Tampere tyovaenmuseon activism-themed
collection, as an element Finnish citizen
participation history. The museum would
provide a secure framework for the
conservation.

Pixelache Helsinki Partner Organisations & Supporters
Partners / Events Co-organisers
Happi, Helsinki
Suvilahti, Helsinki
Ruoan Tulevaisuus ry, Helsinki
Eesti Maja / Tuglas Seura, Helsinki
Finnish Bioart Society, Helsinki
Aalto Fablab, Helsinki
Made in Kallio, Helsinki
Aave Festival, Helsinki
Helsinki University, Helsinki
Helsinki Hacklab, Helsinki
Kulmahuone, Helsinki
Kierrätystehdäs, Helsinki
Sähkötalo, Helsinki
Kääntöpöytä, Helsinki
Horisontti, Helsinki
Arkadia International Bookshop,
Helsinki
Kohtaamispaikka, Helsinki
Porridge & Potatoes, Helsinki
HIAP, Helsinki
Sandro, Helsinki
Koelse, Helsinki
Arcada University of Applied
Sciences, Helsinki
Av-Arkki, Helsinki
Reality Reseach Centre, Helsinki
Ptarmigan, Helsinki / Tallinn
Espoo Kunsthalle, Espoo
Lalla vinde, Kemiö
Wasteland Festival, Kouvola
Hirvitalo, Tampere
Hai Art, Oulu
Polymer Cultural Factory, Tallinn
Linnalabor, Tallinn
Spatial Intelligenc Unit, Tallinn
EKKM, Helsinki
Rönk, Tallinn
Serde, Aizputev (Latvia)
Rixc, Riga (Latvia)
GameChangers, St. Petersburg
(Russia)
Kër Thiossane, Dakar (Senegal)

Media Coverage
> Paper Press
* Dituslehti, 'Maaland ja muita innovaatiota', 1.8.2013
* Annonsbladet, 'Maaland och andra innovationer, 1.8.2013
* Voima Fifi-webzine: ‘Ydinvoimauttavaa taidetta Pyhäjoella’ by Anna-Sofia Joro, 13.9.2013
* Kaleva, 'Taide ja tieteen rajamailla' by Riikka Tuomivaara, 10.8.2013
* Raahelainen, 'Täällä on nyt oltava' by Saari Ohinmaa, 10.8.2013
* Keskipohjalainen, Pyhäjoki kiinnostaa maailmallakin' by Pia Räihälä, 7.8.2013
* Raahen Seutu, 'Tapaus Pyhäjoki taiteen silmin' by Sari Ohinmaa, 6.8.2013
* Pyhäjokisetutu, Menot by Liisa Loumela 5.8.2013
* Publication 'At Full Speed> Highlights of academic year 2012-2013', Aalto Media Factory, 'Talking Trashlab', December 2012
* Nyt - "Mene: Uusi ruokafestivaali Foodycle yhdistää tiedettä ja taidetta' by Arla Kanerva, 12.9.2013
* HS, Mesta, Kaupunkikysymys, "Mitä Sorbus-pajassa keitettiin?" by Kaisa Hakkarainen, 18.9.2013
> TV & Radio
* YLETV1, Puoli seitsemän, 'Yeastograms workshop', 23.1.2014 klo 18.30
* Radio Suomi, aamuohjelma, 'Foodycle, 14.9.2013
* YLE radio 1, Kultakuume-ohjelma,
> Online
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http://www.muurileht.ee/helsingi-subkultuuride-festival-peab-naissaarel-mittekonverentsi/
* www.wadermedia.com, 'Pixelache Festival 2013: Facing North – Facing South', 9.5.2013
http://www.wadermedia.com/pixelache-festival-2013-facing-north-facing-south/
* Helsingin Sanomat, 'Miksi kaikki hajoaa?' by Terhi Hautamä 11.5.2013
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* www.uudisvoog.postimees.ee, 'Pixelache'i festival 2013: Rahvusvaheline uue meedia festival peab Naissaarel mittekonverentsi', 14.5.2013
http://uudisvoog.postimees.ee/?DATE=20130514&ID=311963
* in Norden publication 'Culture and Sustainable Development in the Baltic Sea Region', 17.5.2013
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* www.meie.tallinn.ee, 'Pixelache varsti Naissaarel', 5.2013
http://meie.tallinn.ee/node/32923
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* www.designresearch.aalto.fi, 'Foodycle – Transdisciplinary Food Festival (12-13 September 2013)', 4.9.2013
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http://newnordicfood.org/news-events/events/event/artikel/foodycle-finland/
* Ecoartscotland blog: ‘Case Pyhäjoki reflects and radiates art&activism’, 13.9.2013
http://ecoartscotland.net/2013/09/13/case-pyhajoki-reflects-and-radiates-art-activism/
* Ruokatieto, 'Ruuan käytön tavoissa ja määrissä kehitettävää niin rikkaissa kuin kehittyvissä maissa' by Mariaana Nelimarkka, 16.9.2013
http://www.ruokatieto.fi/uutiset/ruuan-kayton-tavoissa-ja-maarissa-kehitettavaa-niin-rikkaissa-kuin-kehittyvissa-maissa
* www.suvilahti.fi, 13.9.2013
http://www.suvilahti.fi/en/tapahtumat/foodycle
* Porride & Potatoes blog, 'We went Foodycle', 14.9.2013
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* Ruokaosuuskunta.fi, 'Oma pelto torilla, pellolla, sydämellä & asialla' by Heidi Hovi, 13.9.2013
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